Milonni's quantization scheme for the electromagnetic field in a weakly dispersive, transparent dielectric leads to the definition of canonical and kinetic forms for the momentum of the electromagnetic field in a dispersive medium. The canonical momentum is uniquely defined as the operator that generates spatial translations in a uniform medium, but the quantization scheme suggests two possible choices for the kinetic momentum operator. These two choices respectively approach the Abraham or the Minkowski momentum in the classical limit. Another implication of this procedure is that a wave packet containing a single dressed photon travels at the group velocity through the medium. The physical significance of the canonical momentum is established by its relation to the empirically well established principle of phase matching. In addition, the data of the Jones and Leslie radiation pressure experiment is consistent with the assignment of one k unit of canonical momentum to each dressed photon. By contrast, experiments in which the dielectric is accelerated by unbalanced electromagnetic forces require the use of the Abraham momentum. PACS number(s): 42.50.Ct 1
I. Introduction
In classical electrodynamics, a medium is traditionally described by its macroscopic linear susceptibility. The long history and great utility of this phenomenological method have inspired a substantial body of work aimed at devising a similar description for the quantized electromagnetic field in a dielectric medium [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This has proven to be a difficult and subtle task.
In the present paper we follow Milonni's ad hoc scheme for the quantization of the electromagnetic field in a dispersive dielectric [7] . This simple and plausible formulation leads in a natural way to the definition of several forms of momentum; a "canonical" momentum associated with spatial translations, and two "kinetic" momenta that approach the familiar Abraham or Minkowski momenta in the classical limit. We shall see that all of these operators can be physically meaningful, but that they have different domains of applicability.
The existence of more than one form of momentum may seem surprising, but there is an analogous situation in semiclassical electrodynamics. In the nonrelativistic limit, the kinetic energy part of the Hamiltonian for this problem is
where m is the mass, e is the charge, A is the classical vector potential (we shall use calligraphic symbols for all classical variables), and
is the "canonical" momentum [8] . The Heisenberg equation of motion iℏdr/dt = [r, H] shows that the velocity operator v = dr/dt is given by
and this defines the "kinetic" momentum mv.
The kinetic momentum in (3) evidently has the expected classical limit, i.e., the product of mass and velocity, but it does not serve as the generator of spatial translations. To see this, we note that spatial translations along different axes commute, so that the corresponding generators must also commute. An explicit calculation using (3) yields
where B = ∇×A is the magnetic field, and the Einstein summation convention is used for repeated vector indices. This shows that mv cannot be the generator of spatial translations for B = 0. On the other hand, it is well known that the canonical momentum p in (2) is the operator that generates spatial translations, and solving (3) for p shows that it does not have the expected classical limit. Thus both the canonical and kinetic momenta are physically meaningful, but they play distinct roles in the theory.
In the following sections, we shall see that Milonni's quantization scheme leads to an analogous situation. In the electromagnetic case there is a unique "canonical" momentum operator P can that generates spatial translations, but there are at least two possibilities for the kinetic momentum. This peculiar situation is related to the long standing controversy in classical electrodynamics regarding the "correct" definition of the electromagnetic momentum density in a medium [9] , [10] . The chief contenders for this title are the Abraham, g A (r, t) = E (r, t) ×H (r, t) c 2 ,
and the Minkowski, g M (r, t) = D (r, t) ×B (r, t) ,
forms of the momentum density, where · · · indicates an average over the period of the carrier wave. At present there seems to be a fairly strong consensus that the Abraham form is to be preferred for the electromagnetic momentum density [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , but we will find that the two alternatives for the kinetic momentum can both be physically meaningful quantities, useful in different contexts [6] . It should also be noted that Brevik [16] has argued that there is no unique solution to the problem of identifying the "true" electromagnetic energymomentum tensor, since there is no unique prescription for the separation of the total energy-momentum tensor into a field part and a matter part. DeGroot and Suttorp [17] have pointed out that the solution of the problem of deriving the energy-momentum and angular momentum laws for polarized media cannot be solved as long as macroscopic arguments are utilized; microscopic arguments starting from statistical mechanics are necessary.
In Section II, we present two versions of Milonni's procedure for the quantization of electromagnetic fields in a weakly dispersive, transparent dielectric medium. The first employs an explicit "dressed-photon" model which immediately suggests three plausible definitions of the momentum for a single photon. The second is a brief review of Milonni's more rigorous formulation. In Section III, we show that one of the proposed definitions for the single-photon momentum is associated with the uniquely defined generator of spatial translations. In Section IV, the other two proposals for the single-photon momentum are shown to correspond to the quantized forms of the familiar Abraham and Minkowski versions of the total electromagnetic momentum. In Section V we discuss experimental tests of the predictions of this quantization method.
II. Quantization in a dispersive dielectric

A. The dressed photon model
We begin by assuming a generalized version of the usual (box-normalized) vacuum electric field expansion
where the c-number coefficient E k is a characteristic electric field strength which will be chosen to fit the problem at hand. The annihilation and creation operators a ks and a † ks satisfy the usual canonical commutation relations, and the e s (k)'s denote c-number unit polarization vectors for plane waves with wave vector k and polarization s. In this section we shall choose E k by analyzing a simple physical model, and then point out some of the consequences of this choice. The following section contains a brief review of Milonni's original formulation.
The mathematical convenience of the box quantization method is purchased at the cost of imposing periodic boundary conditions along the three coordinate axes. The shape of the quantization box is irrelevant in the infinite volume limit, so we are at liberty to abandon the usual cubical box in favor of an imaginary cavity in the shape of a torus filled with a weakly dispersive, transparent, homogeneous, and isotropic dielectric material, as shown in Figure 1 this geometry one of the coordinate directions has been wrapped into a large circle, so that the periodic boundary conditions in that direction are physically realized by the natural periodicity in a coordinate measuring distance along the circumference of the large circle. The fields must still satisfy periodic boundary conditions at the walls of the torus, but this will not be a problem, since all dimensions of the torus will become infinitely large. In this limit the exact shape of the transverse sections is also not important. Let L be the circumference and σ the cross sectional area for the torus; then in the limit of large L a small segment will appear straight, as in Figure 1 (b), and the local cylindrical axis of the torus can be chosen as the local z-axis. Since the transverse dimensions are also large, a field propagating in the z-direction can be approximated by a quasimonochromatic planar wave packet,
where ω (k) is a solution of the dispersion relation ω (k) n (ω (k)) = ck, and E k (z, t) is a slowly-varying envelope function. The quantization procedure for electromagnetic fields obeying the slowly-varying envelope approximation was carried out in [18] . If we neglect the time derivative of the slowly-varying envelope, then Faraday' law yields the magnetic field strength
with
There are two reasons for considering wave packets. The first is that it is physically impossible to generate a pure plane wave, so that all fields observed in real experiments have this character. The second is that wave packets do not propagate at the phase velocity v ph (k) = c/n (k), but rather at the group velocity
where n (k) is shorthand for n (ω (k)). For our purposes the second reason is the crucial one, and so we shall consider very long pulses instead of plane waves. The time-averaged energy flux is given by the time-averaged Poynting vector
where the last form is valid for a nonmagnetic material. The relevant quantity is the average of the energy flux over one cycle of the carrier wave. In the "almost plane wave" approximation, this is the well known result
Setting E k = E k u x , i.e., choosing the x-direction along the polarization vector, which is transverse to the propagation direction along the z-axis, leads to
where the last form comes from using the dispersion relation. The energy passing through a transverse section of the torus during a time τ is S z στ . The wave packet completes one round trip around the circumference of the torus in the group time τ gr = L/v gr (k). Hence, by virtue of the periodic nature of the motion, S z στ gr is the entire energy in the wave packet. In the spirit of Einstein's original photon model we set this equal to the energy ℏω (k) of a single photon,
The total volume of the torus is V = σL, so the characteristic field scale is
which gives the expansions
and
for the electric field and the vector potential, respectively. This procedure incorporates properties of the medium into the description of the field, so the excitation created by a † ks will be called a "dressed" photon. Since ℏω (k) is the energy assigned to a single dressed photon, the electromagnetic Hamiltonian is given by
The single-photon canonical momentum
We now turn to the question of the momentum for a single photon. A natural answer to this question is to identify the momentum with the eigenvalues of the standard momentum operator −iℏ∇. In other words, we shall assign to a dressed photon with energy ℏω (k) the momentum
which we shall call the "canonical momentum for a dressed photon." By analogy with the definition (2) for charged particles, we call the corresponding operator
the "canonical" momentum of the electromagnetic field. In Section III we shall see that this operator is indeed the generator of spatial translations.
The single-photon Abraham momentum
While this is a very natural argument, it is not the only one suggested by our model. It has been experimentally verified [19] that a single-photon wave packet propagates at the group velocity v gr (k) < c in a passive, transparent medium, such as glass. Roughly speaking, the peak of the wave packet indicates the most likely "position" of the photon, when it is regarded as a particle.
At the microscopic level all the interactions that dress the photon arise from quantum electrodynamics, a relativistic quantum field theory, so the resulting dressed photon must still obey relativity. Hence it is plausible to treat the dressed photon as a relativistic material particle. The momentum and energy of a particle with rest mass m 0 and velocity v are respectively p = m 0 γv and E = m 0 c 2 γ, where γ = 1/ 1 − v 2 /c 2 , therefore the relation
is valid for any such particle. For photons, the velocity v is naturally identified with the group velocity of the wave packet [15] [22], and for an isotropic medium v is directed along the propagation vector k. If we apply this relation to a dressed photon with wave packet centered on the wave vector k, the result is another possible value for the individual photon momentum, which we shall call the "Abraham momentum for a single dressed photon"
By analogy with (19) , this suggests an expression for the linear momentum, which we shall call the "Abraham momentum operator" that is different from the canonical momentum operator P can , viz..,
Since the argument leading to (23) is essentially mechanical, we shall identify P A as a possible "kinetic" momentum of the electromagnetic field in the medium. A more rigorous derivation of the Abraham form of the kinetic momentum will be given in the following section. This plausibility argument can be strengthened by means of considerations based on special relativity [17] , [20] [21] [22] . For an observer outside the dielectric medium , relativity tells us that it is impossible to know if the observer is moving relative to the medium, or if the medium is moving relative to the observer. Consider a wave packet traversing the medium. The entry and exit of the peak of the wave packet define spacetime events that are connected by the world line of the peak. The tangent vector to the world line is a four-vector with spatial components given by the group velocity. These considerations support the use of the relativistic particle equations (22) and (23) to describe the dressed photon.
The single-photon Minkowski momentum
The proposal of the Abraham momentum does not exhaust the possibilities of the dressed-photon model. A somewhat weaker argument can be made as follows. Since the "particle" in question is a wave packet composed of a superposition of electromagnetic plane waves, each one of which propagates at the phase velocity, we can ask why the vacuum speed of light appears in (22) , rather than the phase velocity c/n(k) (where k is the carrier wave number), as would be the case for theČerenkov effect. If we replace c by c/n (k), the result is another candidate for the single-photon momentum, which we shall call the "Minkowski momentum for the single dressed photon"
The corresponding momentum operator is
This is an alternate form for the kinetic momentum of a system of dressed photons, which is clearly different from the Abraham form, (24) . Again, we shall present a more rigorous derivation of this expression below. In Section IV we shall see that the classical limit of P A or P M yields, respectively, the standard classical forms for the Abraham or Minkowski momenta.
The effective photon mass
From the two different expressions for the dressed-photon momentum p A or p M , it is possible to arrive two different expressions for the effective mass of the dressed photon. In the Abraham picture the dressed photon propagating inside the dielectric medium has the effective mass
This is what is sometimes called the relativistic mass, and should not be confused with the rest mass. Thus the single-quantum energy ℏω (k) determines the relativistic inertial mass of the dressed photon. This is consistent with Planck's law of inertia for electromagnetic energy [23] , which states that for any closed system containing a dielectric, the ratio of the momentum density to the energy flux is given by 1/c 2 . Planck's law of inertia was formulated classically for nondispersive dielectrics, but this definition of the effective mass generalizes it to the quantum level, and includes dispersive dielectrics. Thus we interpret Planck's law of inertia to mean that each dressed photon contributes an inertial mass, given by (27) , to a blackbody cavity which is filled with a uniform dielectric, and which is undergoing rigid-body acceleration.
In the Minkowski picture, the dressed photon propagating inside the dielectric medium possesses an effective mass
which differs from the Abraham expression by the extra factor n 2 (k) in the numerator.
B. Milonni's formulation
Milonni's method of quantization of the electromagnetic field in a weakly dispersive, transparent dielectric has the twin virtues of simplicity and agreement with the much more elaborate formalisms developed in some of the other references cited in the introduction. This approach is directly based on the approximations used in the classical theory, and so we begin by considering a classical field described by the vector potential,
For later convenience in dealing with the angular momentum, we switch from the box normalization of (18) to the equivalent infinite space normalization. The field is therefore represented by the Fourier integral transform
For the quasimonochromatic fields of interest, the power spectrum, |A s (k)| 2 is concentrated at a particular frequency ω 0 with spectral width ∆ω << ω 0 . The medium is assumed to be weakly dispersive with respect to this wave packet, i.e.,
For classical fields satisfying (29)-(31) the effective energy is [11]
where · · · denotes an average over the carrier period 2π/ω 0 . By using (30) one can carry out the volume integrals to get
and the narrow width of the power spectrum allows this to be rewritten this in the more suggestive form
This step is both dangerous and useful. The danger comes from the apparent generality of (34), which might lead one to forget that it was derived for a quasimonochromatic field. The utility comes from the observation that this expression is also valid for a superposition of quasimonochromatic fields, provided that the differences between the carrier frequencies are large compared to the spectral widths of the individual wave packets. In this situation we shall say that the total field is "quasimultichromatic". With these caveats held firmly in mind, we use the relation ǫ (ω (k)) = ǫ 0 n 2 (ω (k)) to rewrite (34) as
The next step is to express the energy as the sum of energies ℏω (k) of radiation oscillators. To this end we define new amplitudes α s (k) by the rule
is a k-space density. This is the continuum analog of (18) , and it leads to the desired expression,
This form for the total energy opens the way to the standard quantization rule
where the operators a s (k) and a † s (k) satisfy the canonical commutation relations,
In this scheme the Hamiltonian and the positive-frequency part of the field are respectively given by
which corresponds to (18) . The excitations created by a † s (k) are quasiparticles that implicitly contain some admixture of electromagnetic and atomic degrees of freedom, i.e., they are "dressed" photons. This is in the spirit of Einstein's original model of light quanta in the vacuum, since each dressed photon carries energy ℏω (k) according to (40).
The classical quasimultichromatic approximation implies that a plot of the power spectrum |α s (k)| 2 must consist of a set of narrow peaks centered on the carrier frequencies of the wave packets making up the classical field, but this condition makes no sense when applied to the operator a † s (k) a s (k). In the quantum theory this kind of information is carried by the states, so we need to choose a subspace H qm of the total electromagnetic Fock space that corresponds to the classical quasimultichromatic field [18] . The number states |n ≡ |n 1 , n 2 , ..., n s (k) , ... defined by
provide a basis for the entire Fock space, so the subspace H qm can be defined as the set of all linear combinations of number states satisfying the condition that n s (k) = 0 unless ω (k) lies in a narrow band centered on one of the carrier frequencies. The operator expressions (40) and (41) are valid only when applied to state vectors in H qm .
III. Canonical momentum
The quantization scheme presented in Section II-B involves the following assumptions: (a) The medium can only respond through the electronic polarization of the atoms; no center-of-mass motion is allowed. (b) The material response is spatially homogeneous, at least on the scale of optical wavelengths. (c) The medium is isotropic. Assumption (c) (which is valid for vapors, liquids, and glasses) is the basis for the use of a scalar dielectric function. The quantization scheme can be generalized to crystals by using a dielectric tensor instead.
The combination of assumptions (a) and (b) implies that the positional and inertial degrees of freedom of the constituent atoms are irrelevant in this model. As a consequence of these assumptions the generator G of spatial translations is completely defined by its action on the field operators,
Using the expansion (41) to evaluate both sides leads to
The choice G = P can , where the canonical momentum,
is the continuum version of (21), obviously satisfies this condition. Any alternative form G ′ would have to satisfy [a s (k) , G ′ − P can ] = 0 for all modes ks, which is only possible if the operator Z ≡ G ′ − P can is actually a c-number. In this case Z can be set to zero, for example by imposing the convention that the vacuum state is an eigenstate of P can with zero eigenvalue. The expression (45) for P can is therefore uniquely specified by the rules of quantum field theory.
A physical justification for the interpretation of P can as one kind of electromagnetic momentum is provided by the empirical fact that this ℏk-type of momentum is conserved in nonlinear optical processes such as spontaneous parametric down-conversion. In this process an initial photon with energy and momentum ( ω 0 , k 0 ) spontaneously decays into two down-converted photons with energies and momenta ( ω 1 , k 1 ) and ( ω 2 , k 2 ), respectively, so as to conserve energy and canonical momentum through the well-verified phase-matching conditions [24] 
An isotropic medium is invariant under continuous rotations, so an extension of the above argument shows that the rotation generator J can is again entirely defined by its action on the fields
Substituting (41) into this condition yields the commutator
and inspection shows that J can is given by the standard form [25] 
where
IV. Kinetic momenta
Since the quantization scheme we are using starts with the standard classical expression for the electromagnetic energy in a dispersive dielectric, it would seem natural to get the operators for momentum and angular momentum by applying the same quantization rule (38) to the appropriate classical expressions. Since it is precisely the identification of the appropriate expressions that is disputed in the Abraham vs Minkowski controversy, we must consider both possibilities. Integrating (5) and (6) over all space leads to the rival expressions
for the total momentum, where
is the time-averaged magnitude of the Poynting flux. Applying the quantization rule (38) to P A and P M produces operator expressions
that are continuum versions of (24) and (26) respectively. Conversely the classical limit of P A (P M ) is P A (P M ). In other words, applying the usual quantization procedure to the Abraham or Minkowski versions of the classical momentum is equivalent to using the momentum assignments p A = (v gr (k) /cn (k)) ℏk or p M = (n (k) v gr (k) /c) ℏk, respectively, for each dressed photon, in agreement with the simple plausibility arguments leading to (23) and (25) respectively. Comparing the three expressions (54), (55), and (45) for P A , P M , and P can , respectively, shows that P A = P M can only hold if n 2 (k) = 1, i.e., for the vacuum, and that P A = P can is only possible in the unlikely special case that
On the other hand, equality between P can and P M occurs for any nondispersive medium; i.e., whenever there exists a range of frequencies for which ωdn (ω) /dω << n (ω), so that the phase and group velocities coincide, then P can = P M . This situation occurs automatically in the low-frequency or static limit ω → 0, since (11) shows that v gr (0) = v ph (0). This is a good approximation for dielectrics in the low-frequency limit, as was pointed out by Gordon [15] . Thus, in the low-frequency limit the Minkowski momentum should be identified with Gordon's pseudo-momentum, or in the language of this paper, with the canonical momentum.
Similar results follow from the alternative classical expressions of the total angular momentum. The classical angular momentum defined by the Abraham momentum density is
so the corresponding quantum operator is
(57) Similarly the Minkowski angular momentum
leads to the operator
V. Experimental tests
A. Radiation-pressure experiment of Jones and Leslie
An important experiment which bears on the question of the momentum of light in dielectric media was carried out by Jones and Leslie [26] . In this work the radiation pressure of a light beam striking a mirror immersed in various optically dense liquids was measured with high accuracy. Each measurement was compared to the radiation pressure of the same light beam striking the same mirror in air. The experimental data showed that the mechanical momentum imparted to the mirror is directly proportional to the index of refraction n (ω) of the medium to within ±0.05%. Several alternative hypotheses, such as proportionality to the "group index "
or inverse proportionality to n (ω), were excluded by many standard deviations. At the heart of this experiment is a "radiation-pressure mirror," fabricated from multilayer dielectric coatings with high reflectivity and low absorption at the 632.8 nm wavelength of the helium-neon laser used in the experiment. This mirror is located near the bottom of the apparatus, where it is attached by epoxy to a thin, central vertical wire. The mirror and wire can be immersed in a variety of dielectric liquids. A high-intensity, 15 mW helium-neon laser beam is directed near normal incidence towards this lower mirror, and the radiation pressure exerted by the laser beam generates a torque upon the wire. In the experiment, the resulting torque is measured both before and after a dielectric liquid is poured into the space surrounding the mirror.
A second, "twist-detecting" mirror (called an "optical lever") is attached to the same wire near the top of the apparatus, and is also immersed in the liquid. In this way, the central wire connecting the two mirrors transmits the mechanical torque generated by the radiation pressure from the lower to the upper mirror. The wire is wrapped around the upper mirror many times so as to form a current-carrying coil which, in the presence of a uniform magnetic field, exerts a torque on the upper mirror. The reflected light signal from the upper mirror is detected by a pair of balanced photodiodes, and is used as the primary input into a feedback circuit that controls the current in the coil, so that the torque generated by its interaction with the magnetic field exactly cancels the torque arising from the radiation pressure exerted by the laser beam on the lower mirror. (The radiation pressure exerted upon the upper mirror by the low-intensity light beam for monitoring the angular displacement of the "optical lever" is negligible.) The central wire is grounded at the bottom of the metallic apparatus, and is insulated from the top, in order for a current to be fed through the wire.
The use of a counterbalancing torque generated in the upper mirror guarantees that no mechanical motion of the lower mirror, or of the fluid, ever occurs during a measurement, i.e., these are null measurements. Nonlinearities in the system do not affect the position of the null, and also there is no need to include any hydrodynamic effects (including electrostrictive pressure effects) in the calculation of the radiation pressure. After the system has been balanced and comes into mechanical equilibrium, a measurement of the current passing through the coil around the upper mirror would be a direct measure of the radiation pressure exerted by the laser beam on the lower mirror.
The experiment employs synchronous detection to cancel out systematic errors. The laser beam is periodically translated from the left side to the right side of the radiation-pressure mirror with respect to the central wire. This is done symmetrically, so that the radiation-pressure-generated torque periodically reverses sign. The electronic feedback system is designed so that the current sent to the coil wrapped around the upper mirror is also reversed in sign in synchronism with the periodic switching of the laser beam. Derivative feedback to the coil around the upper mirror is used to achieve critical damping of this torsional-oscillator system.
We will analyze this experiment by assuming that each photon in the beam carries momentum p that is normal to the mirror. Let us call the rate of arrival of photons normally incident at the mirrorṄ inc . For a perfectly reflective mirror the momentum transfer per photon at normal incidence is 2p, so the magnitude F rad = |F rad | of the force due to the flux of photons striking the mirror at normal incidence is
The entrance window to the apparatus is anti-reflection coated, and there is negligible absorption in the liquid; therefore the rate of arrival of laser photons at the mirror is the same as the rate of arrival of laser photons at the entrance window. If the entire laser output is focussed through the entrance window onto the surface of the mirror,Ṅ inc is closely approximated bẏ
where P laser is the output power of the laser and ω L is the energy per laser photon.
There are three possible choices for p. For p = p can = ℏk, the force on the mirror is
where we have used the dispersion relation (25) and (23) yield the corresponding forces
where n gr is the group index defined in (60).
In each case we want to calculate the ratio
of the radiation-pressure forces on the mirror with and without the liquid. Since n = n gr = 1 in air, the three alternative values are
The results of evaluating the alternative values (67)-(69) of the ratio R using the data provided by Jones and Leslie are presented in Table 1 . For each dielectric we show the average experimental value R exp and the corresponding standard deviation σ, together with the predicted values and their differences from the experimental value expressed as a multiple of σ. For example, in the case of benzene the observed ratio differs from the Minkowski prediction (68) by 22 standard deviations and from the Abraham prediction (69) by 405 standard deviations! Therefore the Jones and Leslie experiment demonstrates that near normal incidence the radiation pressure on a mirror immersed in a dielectric liquid is given by the rate of transfer of the canonical momentum ℏk per photon with an accuracy of ±0.05%. In this connection it is important to note that the Table 1 : Ratios of radiation pressure in liquid to that in air (data from [26] ). theories of Gordon [15] and Loudon [6] both predict that the radiation pressure force on a mirror immersed in a dispersionless dielectric will be determined by the Minkowski, rather than the Abraham, momentum. As we have noted above, the Minkowski and canonical momenta agree for dispersionless materials, but we have further demonstrated in Table 1 that the experimental results for optical frequency radiation in a dispersive medium decisively favor the canonical momentum over the Minkowski momentum, as well as over the Abraham momentum.
B. Experimental relevance of the Abraham momentum
Of the three momenta we have proposed, only the canonical momentum is required to explain all conventional nonlinear and quantum optics experiments involving the phase-matching relations, and the radiation-pressure experiment of Jones and Leslie. When, if ever, are the Abraham or Minkowski forms of momentum needed? In this connection, there have been important experiments demonstrating the relevance of the Abraham momentum by James [27] and by Walker et al. [28] . (For a review of these experiments, see Brevik [16] .) These experiments were first proposed by Marx and Györgyi [29] . They involve toroidal or annular, dielectric-filled regions subjected to crossed electric and magnetic fields, with low-frequency time variations. In particular, in the experiment of Walker et al., the Abraham force due to the time-varying polarization current crossed into the magnetic field was verified to within an accuracy of ±5%. This implies that the Minkowski theory is in disagreement with the experimental data of Walker et al., by 20 standard deviations.
Note that these toroidal experiments involved "closed" systems, in the sense that the dielectric medium and electromagnetic fields are entirely enclosed, for example, within the toroidal torsional bob of the torsional oscillator used by Walker et al. Thus in these experiments the dielectric medium experiences accelerated motion during measurements. No external forces are present, and the whole enclosed system of fields and dielectric rotates together as a rigid body. By contrast, the Jones and Leslie configuration involves an "open" system, in which an external torque is used in feedback to prevent any accelerated motions of the mirror and the dielectric liquid during measurements.
Furthermore, two papers by Lai [13, 14] have convincingly demonstrated theoretically that in the low-frequency or static limit, the Minkowski momentum density would give unphysical results for the measurement of the total angular momentum in all such closed-system experiments in which acceleration of the dielectric is allowed. Thus the experiments by James and by Walker et al., and the papers by Lai, all provide strong evidence that the Abraham, rather than the Minkowski momentum, is required for a correct description of all such closed systems that undergo accelerated motions. This is consistent with Planck's law of inertia for electromagnetic energy. Since the canonical momentum is identical to the Minkowski momentum in the static limit, these results also rule out the canonical momentum as being physically relevant in these kinds of experiments. However, one of the assumptions of the Milonni theory is that center-of-mass motions of atoms of the medium are not allowed. Hence it is not surprising the canonical momentum derived from this theory does not apply to these experiments.
VI. Conclusions
Milonni's ad hoc quantization scheme, as developed here, leads in a natural way to two forms of momentum for the electromagnetic field in a medium. The first is the canonical momentum which is uniquely defined as the generator of spatial translations. The conservation law for the canonical momentum is identical to the empirically well-established rule of phase matching, and correctly predicts the results of the Jones and Leslie radiation-pressure experiment. Furthermore the explicit appearance of the group velocity in Milonni's scheme suggests that experiments to measure quantum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field in a variety of dielectric media would be of great interest.
The second form, the kinetic momentum, is not unique. Indeed, the long standing Abraham vs Minkowski controversy in classical electrodynamics arises in the quantum theory as well. This follows either from the plausible conjectures (23) and (25) for the single dressed-photon momentum, or from applying the quantization scheme directly to the classical expressions of the Abraham and Minkowski momenta. The experiments discussed in Section V-B demonstrate the experimental relevance of the Abraham, as opposed to the canonical, momentum for closed systems. Since these experiments have all been carried out for classical, low-frequency fields, they do not provide direct evidence for the meaning of the operators P A or P M . Investigating the quantum significance of the Abraham or Minkowski momenta would require experiments sensitive to quantum fluctuations.
In addition to these experimental questions, there are also issues of theoretical consistency that have to be faced. The conjectured form (27) of the Abraham effective photon mass is based on the implicit assumption that the dressed photon model can be applied to accelerated media. This seems to be inconsistent with the basic assumption in the quantization scheme that no center-of-mass acceleration of the atoms occurs. One possible way to resolve this apparent contradiction would be to imitate Milonni's scheme by starting with a classical expression for the electromagnetic energy in an accelerated medium.
